Photographer Activity Badge
How to earn your badge
1. Show that you know how to use and look after a digital camera or
smartphone camera. Show how to change the mode, change the settings,
use the zoom function, and transfer photos to another device.
On one of my many ‘hikes to the moon’ I took pictures which I have used
to complete this badge. They were taken on my I phone and once I
returned home transferred to my lap top for editing. I transferred
some via google photos, I save the photos automatically to google photos on my Iphone and
then open that app on my laptop giving me access to the photos.
For this one I had to zoom in as we were too far away. I also made sure the tree was central
on my camera.

2. Take at least five photos of your local area that could be used on a tourist leaflet or website.
See quiz sheet below
3. Take photos while you’re on a trip, camp or another event. Show 10 of your best photos to
someone else after the event. You could present them in a scrapbook, on a screen, in a photo book
or some other way.
As I was walking around I noticed from the way the sun was shining I could see lots of
shadows. This inspired me to take photos of things that I could see a shadow of. On my
return home I put these pictures together on an app I have on my phone called ‘layout’. This
allows me to build up pictures into sets and produce just the one picture instead of several..

4. Choose one of these activities to do:
• Create two photos of the same thing, one in colour and one in black and white. Compare how the
effects change the way the final picture looks.
• Make a short film on a subject of your choice.
• Using a series of photos, make a short animation sequence.
• Edit a photo using a smartphone or editing software. Explain what you have changed and why. (I
chose this one)

I chose this one so I could compare the different editing settings on my Iphone. The 1st
picture is the original, the second while on edit I clicked on ‘vivid’ and the last one was ‘mono’.
Although the vivid picture is brighter I think it has made the picture blurry and the mono
one was the normal until the early 1960’s when colour pictures were discovered.

Photo Quiz Sheet –
While you go about your daily exercise (either on foot or on bike), why not see if you can
these paths in Bowthorpe?
Can you find the word that I’ve covered up and then can you match the insect picture to the
path name?

Answer sheet;

If you wanted to do the photographer badge, you to could choose a theme; what about looking for
numbers!

Or prints on the ground and then identify what they are from?

